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Abstract
Mobile Science Learning(MSL) is a new paradigm in modern teaching-learning, and
MSL approach has extended modern classroom beyond textbook, and due to portable nature of
MSL, young children could interact and engage easily during science teaching learning. This
study specifically looks at how young children interact and engage within mobile science
learning (MSL) environment during their elementary school age. This exploratory qualitative
single case study utilizes grounded theory approach to explore the young children’s interaction
with mobile device while using mobile science application, a semi-structured interview and
observation has been utilized to explore the study. This study has implications for modern
teaching learning, and the researchers to know how young learners, like third graders, interact
with mobile science application.
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Introduction
Wireless and mobile technologies have extended the classroom teaching-learning
environment beyond the classroom walls and school curriculum (Liu et al, 2013). In the
past, learners have used books and teachers as a source of knowledge; today students get
information from internet, PCs, and mobile technologies such as iPad or related tablet
based platforms. Li and Liu (2017) defines m-learning as combination of four different
drives: a center of technology based learning, an advanced mobile teaching learning
process that happens to bring changes in education, bring changes both in technology and
pedagogy, and “purely a behavioral description” p.44. Besides, Kinash (2011) describes
m-learning as portable nature of teaching and learning with the access of internet
connected devices such as iPad, tablet and smartphones. However, it is advisable to
researchers and teachers to be careful in selecting the definition of m-learning because of
it’s multifaceted nature and changes over time. The advancement of new hardware and
software technologies have made the pervasive learning easy and gives way for many
new instructional strategies for teachers (Young & Liang, 2006). Similarly, this
technological advancement has brought new ideas to the science classroom. M-learning
approach is user friendly in ways that elementary students can get access to the science
resources quickly; this is interactive and student can use any place they want (Ogta &
Yano, 2004).
M-learning instruction process is enriched with students centered design of
learning and the mobility of the learning devices. In addition, these MS-learning
opportunities could facilitate learners in getting access to wide variety of rich and diverse
learning resources. Although there have been several important studies on M-learning (Li
1

& Liu 2017; Sølvberg, & Rismark, 2012) and more specifically on mobile game use by
young children, very few studies on mobile learning have thoroughly explored the third
graders engagement and interaction within MSL environment (Hasan & Denise, 2015,
2017). For example, Cheung and Hew (2009) also discussed that many studies in mobile
learning mostly addressed the procedure and quality of the mobile apps, not the
instructional use of mobile apps. In addition, in MSL the use in elementary classrooms is
very limited. In modern teaching learning strategy, educators have been discussing the
effectiveness and potential of mobile learning in science education. More experimental
research is needed to address mobile science learning platform in the U.S. elementary
schools.
Studies on MS-learning has reported positive outcomes in countries like Chile and
Taiwan. Cortez et al (2004) studied high school science learning and found that MSlearning can create and enhance collaboration among students in a structured learning
environment. Additionally, the findings showed that the teachers from this study had a
social impact on their study when they were outside of the classroom using mobile
devices. Being addressed the MSL pedagogy in classroom instruction, Yin et al (2013)
have found that MSL within small groups and peers enables students scaffolding
behavior and that enables learner to realize their latent talent, and get assistance when
needed.
Problem Statement
Mobile learning (M-learning) has become very popular in recent educational
research. Studies have done with the objective of giving feedback to teachers, parents and
researcher regarding guideline of using; however, limited research has done on
2

elementary science students engagement and interaction within MSL environment. The
study investigates the third graders engagement and interaction in MSL environment with
their peers, small group and individually using developmentally appropriate science
application.
Purpose of this Study
Current study has two main purposes, first, third grade children’s engagement
with iPads while using developmentally appropriate mobile science applications, both in
pairs and in small groups. Second, to know more about third grader’s behavior that
inform their cognitive, social, and emotional development while using developmentally
appropriate science applications on iPads.
The following research questions were postulated to address the research purpose:
1. How do 3 graders interact with their peers and their environment while engaging in
rd

mobile science applications?
1. What can be observed about individual developmental (e.g., cognitive, social,
and emotional) characteristics?
2. What can be observed about the interaction between a pair of students? How
do they use their environment?
3. What can be observed about the interactions of a small group of three
students? How do they use their environment?
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Theoretical Framework
Piaget’s constructivism (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969; Piaget, 1981), and Vygotsky’s
(1978) Interaction with the technology and the peers has been used as major theoretical
framework of this research. This study also utilizes Person Environment(PE) fit model,
because PE-fit allows meaningful and reliable relationship between two students,
student’s learning environment, and between considering both environment and
individuals. P-E fit utilizes and organize important patterns and to organize optimal
outcomes from a teaching learning environment (Flynn & Rapoport, 1976; Swanson &
Fouad, 1999).
Constructivism.
Piaget. The cognitive developmental theory was the major thrust for Piaget (Piaget &
Inhelder, 1969; Piaget, 1981). Piaget’s theory is being used as a foundation of constructivist
science and math teaching in constructivist classroom (Smith, 2002). Piaget’s research
guides the basic principles of developmentally appropriate practice (DAP), and Human
development research indicates that during first nine of years of a child, the growth and
change among children are predictable and relatively solid (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997;
Goffin & Wilson, 2001). Smith (2002) stated that the Piaget’s stage measures are not agerelated, instead of knowledge-related and when we discuss developmental level that refers
levels of knowledge. In other words, ages for each stage were considered as indicators, not
criteria.
Vygotsky. Vygotsky’s theory affects the developmentally appropriate practice but in a
different manner then how Piaget’s stated. Vygotsky’s theory is more associated with
socially constructed knowledge where Piaget’s theory emphasizes on more individual
4

development (Krogh, 1997). The Vygotsky’s theory gave an impression on the
philosophy of DAP that learning occurs when children interact with both material (e.g.
iPad apps) and the human being. Interaction between children, adults and materials or
environment helps them to be mentally manipulated and tenures of ideas.
Vygotsky's sociocultural view underscores the children interaction with peers
including adult and older peers at the time of mediation and sharing learning experiences.
In the second version of DAP by National Educational Academy for Young Children
NEAYC (1997) modernized that, the role of children’s social and cultural context is
being modernized to guarantee a meaningful learning experience by children and their
families (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Goffin & Wilson, 2001). Also, the idea of

scaffolding relates to the work of Vygotsky (1978) that refers a naïve learner
learns more with a skillful peer, and learning is more prominent within naïve’s
zone of proximal development (ZPD). With the advancement of learning
technologies, many scaffolding educational devices are designed to assist students
in multifaceted learning environment because different learners have different
ZPD’s even they work in the identical classroom (Yin et al, 2013).
In addition, both Piaget and Vygotsky explained the development of cognition
requires active engagement for the young learners. Children construct new knowledge
through interaction with social and physical environment. Previous research (Stipek,
Feiler, Daniels, & Milburn, 1995) stated that due to the constructivist notion of DAP,
those classrooms are both initiated and centered by children.
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Person-Environment Fit Model
Person-environment Fit (PE-fit) allows meaningful and reliable relationship
between two students, student’s learning environment and between considering both
environment and individuals. P-E fit utilizes and organize important patterns and to
organize optimal outcomes (Swanson & Fouad, 1999). In addition, P-E fit recognizes
student’s performance, satisfaction and stability in classroom teaching learning
environment. Flynn and Rapoport (1976) describes experimental evidence and promise in
benefitting education by using PE-fit model in education. Although, their experiment was
with high school student sample but it could bring positive outcomes using P-E fit with
younger children as well. Fraser and Fisher (1983) exhibited that students who had
preferences for their learning environment shows greater achievement.
In this PE-fit model, third grader’s mobile learning has been established based on
two main theoretical framework,1) Piaget’ Cognitive Development, and 2) Vygotsky’s
Social Constructivism and Zone of Proximal Development. In the right side of the model
third grader’s mobile science learning using developmentally appropriate science apps
has been placed. Results from the both interview and observation data shows that science
application audio instructions help children in self-paced learning, science apps are
intuitive to students, students show affect when they get right or wrong answers in the
mobile apps. Mobile based science learning creates environment of sharing ideas among
peers and help students to avoid authority.
Both left and right-hand side of the model theoretically and experimentally fit
with in the PE-fit model. Moreover, students cognitive, affective and social
interconnectedness represent positive outcomes of learning environment in MS-learning
6

environment, and students inter and intra behavior with MSL environment. Those three
outcomes have been emerged from the data of the research process

Figure 1: Person Environment Fit (PE- fit) and MS learning
Methodology
Constructivist Grounded Theory (CGT) as a Methodology. This qualitative single
case study utilizes grounded theory methodology to understand the experience of third
grader’s interaction and engagement with mobile technology in science learning. CGT
aims to explore in reshaping the interaction between researcher and participants in the research
process and CGT bring the researcher viewpoint in front of the reader as an author. CGT create a
space for the researcher as a coproducer, exhorting them to describe a situation, person affect and
their perception of the interview or the story of the participants to create a meaning in other
people’s life.

Site
This program took place in a Church at Mid-south. JSERP 2015 culminated
7

Friday June 26, 2015 with a Family Day Graduation to celebrate the students’ success
and achievement throughout the program. In the morning, the teachers were responsible
for implementing the Quick Reads Literacy curriculum. In the afternoon, counselors were
responsible for implementing a new emphasis: social and emotional development using
Strong Kids curriculum. During the afternoon session students were sent in the computer
lab for their technology session. Following the students roster, the researcher pulled out
three students and give three iPads loaded with selected science applications (See
appendix A for the science apps list). These three students were being seated in a separate
desk. The Applications were developmentally appropriate and designed and developed
based on common core curriculum.
Participants
This study utilizes observation of 46 children, and interviews with 8 third grade
students who participated in a summer reading program. The age range of the participants
of this study was between 6-10 years old, and they were from different ethnic background
such as African American, White and Latino. The students who has been recruited for
this program were from a city of mid-south and they live in low socio-economic areas.
Data Sources
The data collection process was part of the Jubilee Summer Enrichment Reading
Program (JSERP 2015), which was funded by local organization in mid-south. The
consent letters were obtained during the first week of this 4 weeks long project along
with the main project. For the observation session, the children were given iPad series 2
with 15 mobile apps installed. The selection of the mobile apps was based on PTD
framework (Bers, 2012), and they are categorized under educational free downloadable
8

application. Observational data were collected during the technology session of the
students’ day long activity. Students were invited to computer labs equipped with chairs
and tables to support informal learning environment. Children were given 15-20 min to
interact with the mobile apps they like, application were kept in a separate folder. The
researcher was also takes detail field notes with overt and covert words and phrases
corresponding to the observation sessions. Individual interview sessions were conducted
based on the semi-structured interview guides for each student. The interview was audio
recorded and by an audio recorder, and transcribed verbatim.
Semi-Structured Interviews
Two semi-structured interviews were conducted using the interview guide. The
semi-structured interview was face to face, and lasted 20-30 min for each student. The
interview consists of 10-15 open ended questions that rolled from broad to narrow. The
research asked probe question based on the students’ responses. For instance, when the
researcher asked the question “do you like doing science on iPad in small group/alone?”
based on the response researcher asked the probe question “why alone? Why with small
group?”. The searcher also took note during the interview session.
Observation
The researchers observed the small group activities around 15-20 min in different
small groups, pair and individually. iPad 2 were given during the observation loaded with
selected science applications (Please see Appendix A) for list of science applications use
and selection process. The observation took place right before the interview session
during the technology session. The researcher typed those detail note along with the
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researcher experience at the end of each day and saved them in a google doc. Figure 2
shows the both interview and observation transcription starting from the left
Sample interview transcription

Code from the open/vivo
coding

I: Ok. Tell me more about it. What type of
learning you want?
S: Because science is fun and it (iPad
science apps) can teach you more things.
I: You can teach or you can learn?
S: I will learn more things…
I: So…OK. So what do you like or dislike
most doing science on iPad? You like or
dislike….
S: I like it…
I: Why? Tell me more…
S: Because you get to learn more things if
you didn’t know about it…
I: What else? Tell me more…
S: Aah…There are cool stuffs…
I: So…what type of cool stuffs?
S: Like you can learn about the heart, and
the lungs and kidney….
I: So can you say something you like
about working alone on iPad? You
and…like only you, no friends, around
you, do you like that?
S: Umm…Sometimes…
I: Why? Tell me more.
S: Because sometimes I have to share with
because it’s my turn and they help me.
I: Tell me more about it…
S: Umm…I have more fun…
I: What type of fun? Why it is fun?
S: Because I can play with it.

Learn more things

Interview 1

Interview 8

Science is fun

I like iPad Science

Lots of things you

apps

could see

Fun

Science/iPad

Sample observation note:
•

•

•

Students understand the
instruction most of the times but
sometimes they ask for helps (e.g.
wants to go a new level but need
to pay).
Children also understands the
audio visuals because it is almost
first 7 min of students’
observation and children looks
like confident to operate their own
game.
Children love to do project-based
apps with iPad.

Cool stuffs

Breakdown of categories by
interviews

science
Science apps

Science things

I like it

Share science ideas with friends

Affective

Cool stuff

Help me

Space puzzle

learn about the
heart, and the lungs
and kidney

Hard/Difficult to solve

Helps you better

cognitive

Right answer

Easy

More fun

Happy/Sad

Friends play with me

With friends/ get

Get motivated

Boring

Newton

iPad

Science application

Learn more new
things

I don’t know

Got smarter

Makes me feel

Small group/ one friend
Understand instruction

Independent learner

Love science project-based apps

Figure 2: Codes from the open coding and vivo coding of interviews and
observation, and breakdown of categories by interview
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happy

Side of the figure. In the 2nd raw of the figure shows the open and vivo codes from the
interview and observation, and finally in the third row shows the breakdown of the codes
and category from the individual interview and observation note separately.
Interview and Observation Analysis
After every interview and observation, interview audio and observation notes
were transcribed and the observational checklist was used to examine developmental
areas of interest. The authors conducted three levels of analysis by Strauss and Corbin
(1994;1998): (1) open coding, comparing the notes to the checklist; (2) inter rater axial
coding notes and integration with the checklist to identify emergent categories related to
each of our three developmental areas previously mentioned and derived from current
theories; and (3) selective coding. Vivo coding is also being used to get the chunk of
word form the students’ participants (See figure 3). The researcher used vivo codes
because vivo codes pay attention to the participants’ languages and speech (Charmez,
2006), in this case the participants are young children, they did not tell the story but
chunk of words instead during the interview and observation.
Open Coding. During the open coding the researcher separately coded the interview and
observation separately both inductively and deductively. For example, during interview
students discussed science on the iPad is more fun and this help them learn more new
things; there fun was added to the codes. In the interview student states, “Because science
is fun and it (iPad science apps) can teach you more things. Vivo coding is also being
utilized to get the students direct languages and speeches, since the participants are young
children (Charmaz, 2006).
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Axial Coding. Axial coding entails the relationship within open coding list and
considering them in selected categories. In this case the researcher also used vivo codes
besides open codes to code chuck of words or sentences from students’ responses. For
example, happy/sad, difficult, helps me were used references instances of three
developmental domain: cognitive, affective and social interconnectedness.
Selective Coding. At this stage the researchers looked on the categories of the codes, and
argued several instances from the students’ speech and languages. After that, we added
all overt and covert languages and phrases from the note and interviews. For instance,
axial codes of happy and sad were selectively coded as affective development because
that states student’s emotions. Figure 3 shows the paths from the open coding/vivo
coding to selective coding using example from the interview.
Two intercoders were responsible for coding the data into themes. The percentage
of intercoder agreement was calculated by dividing the number of times they agreed by
the total number of analysis units (Freelon, 2010). Independent rater coded the interview
transcriptions. The agreement between the rater was 94%. Themes from this part of the
analysis was core part for the students’ engagement and development when use DAP
science apps.

12

Selective Coding
Examples of selected catagories:
cognotive, affective, social, hard/difficult,
fun, helps me

Axial
Codes/Catagories
Example of codes and catagories:
Happy/sad, helps me, fun, hard/difficult

Open/Vivo Coding
Examples of codes: science is fun,Cool
stuffs ,helps me, happy/sad
get motivated , hard/difficult

Figure 3: Open coding to selective coding of interviews and observation (See
Appendix D for data coding process)
Findings
The current stage of research reveals interesting discoveries regarding young
children’s iPad science application use. This includes three categories emerging from the
children’s interview, I) cognitive, 2) affective, and 3) social interconnectedness.
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Figure-4: Shows developmental domain and emerging subthemes.
Figure 4 provides presents developmental domain in the left sides and the right-hand side
of the table, under the example of children’s behavior, shows emerging sub themes
during data process.
Description of the Categories
iPad Apps Promote Cognitive Interest
Children were asked whether any part of science application is difficult to
navigate for them. Majority of them gave their opinion on how learning science was easy
and fun to them when they explore science problem on the iPad as a supplementary
14

learning tools. Children shared their experience of using “Anatomy” apps, it gives them
better idea of different parts of the body. One of the students said “I want to be a doctor
in future and the anatomy science apps gave me a very clear idea about different parts of
the body, now different parts of the body is visual to me,”. This looks like children feel
more confident when they discussed different parts of the body to their friends. Some
students expressed their opinion on specific kind of science application which they felt
very different to them (e.g. science frendzy), few other students said (e.g. some of apps
are hard) and most of them says doing science using iPad apps is not hard for them and it
is easy and fun. During individual interview session students were asked.
I: Do you think any part of doing science on the iPad is hard? Tell me which
things?
S1: Doing science on iPad is not hard for me. I can do them easily.
S 8: Some of them are hard, because I don’t know what to do with them.
S 4: Doing science on iPad is not hard and you could learn about the Plant, Sun,
Pollution and Weather. I already know them, using iPad science apps.
Besides children’s understanding the easy and difficult math science problem (i.e.
knowledge simple to complex) iPad gives the student learning anytime at anyplace. This
learning beyond the class. Previous study (e.g. Shuler, 2009) mentioned that mobile
device support cognitive process. iPad use in elementary science class could make the
students more inquisitive using science, and learning science from self-interest as well as
learning informally even after school and at home.

15

Figure-5 is an example of children facial expression and the representation of
developmental domain when they share experience using mobile science apps. The
following pictures were taken from the video recorded during the interview with
researcher.
Child facial expression during

Example of response with interviewer

interview
I : How do you feel when you get right answer on
iPad?
S : it makes me happy when I see right answer on
iPad .

Following above conversation, student: sometime
i get to surprise because i got the right answer
during my use of sceince apps 25.12 min_7

Children’s expression “yes! you got the right
answer”. 25.38 min_7

Figure-5 Children’s facial expression during interview
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Gives Ideas and Help to Solve Problem
Students understand most of the instruction given in the science apps. However,
sometimes they seek assistance if they face issue either log in to iPad apps or when the
apps are not responding. In addition, children seek help form their peer how to achieve
the next level in the same group who already done with most of the steps. Few of them
reports that, they prefer to take assistance from their peer instead of teacher because it is
easier for them.
I: can you say something you like about working with two of your classmates on
the iPad?
S 2: I would like to play with two of my classmates because any question that is
not my level or hard I can ask help from them.
S 1: I would like to do some science with one of my classmates so that I can get
help from my classmates.
S 3: Sometimes I do not know the answer and my friends can help me get the
right answer.
To understand students’ perception of doing science using iPad, I asked flowing
question “Do you think any part of doing science on the iPad is hard?” Tell me which
things? S 10: Not all the time, sometimes I do something different for science. I do
science on worksheet. Doing science on worksheet is sometime hard but iPad is easy.
Most of the students believe that doing science using iPad is easy, and not time
consuming. Students added that, explore science on paper and pencil is sometime a huge
mess for students because every time you need to pull paper-pencil and they do not like
it. On the other hand, using iPad while doing science is more visual to the children and
17

they could do it in the home, car and even siting on any comfortable place they want.
Some of children states that they want to learn science using both paper-pencil and in the
lab settings, iPad could be used as a tool for science learning.
Some observation notes demonstrate how children represent some of their early
cognitive thinking during iPad app use.
•

Students understand the instruction most of the times but sometimes they ask for
assistance (e.g. wants to go a new level but need to pay).

•

Children understands the audio visuals because it is almost first 7 minute of students’
observation and children looks like confident to operate their own game. (date
observed 06/09/2015)
Affective
Affect consist different types, positive activate (PA), and negative activate (NA),

i.e., activated PA (e.g. Happy), deactivated NA (e.g. sad/lonely).
Happy
Children shows excitement when they see any familiar face around them. Similar
things happen when they work with a peer whom they know very well and love to spend
time with. So, when researcher asked the question “how do you feel when you work on
iPad with friends?” S1 said “I feel excited when I get the right answer on iPad because
that makes me feel I am learning”. S2 was asked “how do she feels when she got a right
answer while doing science on her iPad?” the children replies, “I feel happy when I get
the right answer in iPad and get motivated”. Student added that “when I get the right
answer on iPad I feel happy, excited and surprise.” Getting appreciation from a teacher
always make students happy but when this appreciation forms by a digital device (i.e.
18

iPad or other forms of mobile device) after accomplishing some science work (e.g. finish
all the level of science friendzy or anatomy apps) it is good source of motivation to the
children.
Sad and Lonely
Students express their negative deactivating emotions (e.g. lonely, feel bad, sad,
left out) when the researcher asked them
I: how do you feel when you get any right or wrong answer while doing science
on iPad?
S 9: when I get the right answer while doing science on iPad, I feel good because
I get complement. And, I feel bad when I get the wrong answer on iPad and I
keep trying.
S 8: I like the sound when I get the right answer in my iPad because I like the
complement after my right answer in the iPad.
Students report that they felt left out when they work alone in the iPad, most of
the time students want mediation (e.g. friend, mom/dad, teacher) at the time of exploring
science using the iPad apps. However, although they felt sad or feeling bad while they get
wrong answer at the time of working on iPad (e.g. Science Freindzy) but iPad gets them
impression to try hard and keep working for long time until getting right answer. The
positive side of this negative deactivating emotions is that never give up until you finish.
And this is what happen when we have found a child get wrong answer at the time of
working on science using iPad science apps.
Observation note from 06/15/2015 established a solid argument how children express
their affect during mobile app use.
19

•

One of the students just keep working on one single game during last 15 of my
observation.

•

Students look excited when they finish certain level.

•

Students talk with the game space racer.

•

Children dances with the music of iPad science apps.

•

Among 3 children’s group, only the girl doing something very silently.

•

Sometimes children make the sound “noooo…” when they fail to complete a
certain level of their science apps.
Social Interconnectedness
Children’s use of iPad apps in school settings with both peer and small group help

them to be interactive with their friends and classmates. During iPad apps use children
were more engaged and ask questions to their peer frequently. This helps children learn
how to work in collaboration with friends or classmates, and how to work within groups
to solve science problems by thinking, discussing and communicating with peers.
Collaboration with classmates help students become less dependent on their teacher,
because sometimes it is difficult for one teacher to work or collaborate with entire class at
the same time.
iPad App Use with Peers
When children use iPad apps in school settings, they prefer cooperating with only
one friend instead of two. There are two reasons for this. First, they prefer having fewer
distractions and adding a third member to the group increases the likelihood of
distractions. Second, few second graders are more comfortable with one friend.

20

I: Can you say something you like about working on iPad with only one of your
classmates?
S 3: Yes, I like to play with one of my friends and to do some science on the iPad
…because they might need help from me.
S 5: I like to work with one of my classmates because it helps me when I need
help and … do not put each other down.
S 6: I like to work with one of my friend because I can use my friend’s help and
also friends can use me when they need me.
Working with one friend means they were engaged and persisting in discussions
with the friend on science related issues.
One Friend More than Small Group
From both observation and individual interview, researcher have found that most
of the children felt more confident and never felt left out when they worked in small
groups, i.e. two to three students. During small group interactions, one of the observers
asked a student to work on his iPad alone at a separate computer desk. The student was
told that, he could go back to his team after five minutes. The facial expression (evidence
from observation overt and covert note) of the student was pale and looked like he was
left out from the group that he belongs. As soon as the student was sent to the group the
student’s facial expression was bright and he was now more engaged in group activities
than beforehand.
Children were asked how they felt, when they worked with their pair. One
question included in the interview involved asking student to describe how they feel
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when they work on iPad science apps with their two friends. In response to the question,
the student indicated that he is comfortable working with two friends.
I: Can you say something you like about working on iPad with two of your
classmates on the iPad?
S 1: Yes, that helps me to share my experience with my classmates and helping
others while doing science in a group.
S 2: Yes, I would like to play with two of my classmates because any question
that is not my level or hard I can ask help from them.
S 3: Working with two more friends and doing some science on the iPad would be
more fun.
These findings support Vygotsky’s (1978) social constructivist theory, in that
learning is a socio-culturally mediated and more cooperative process—it occurs through
the sharing of ideas with others as well interactions with others. When children worked
with their peers this helped them to be more confident engaging with the science
applications, improved self-efficacy and even made a novice learner more positive about
science.
Prefer Two Classmates Because it is More Fun
The children have found very engaged when they work in a small group of three
children. This helped them not to give up hope when they work on a difficult science
problem. Children have found highly motivated when working in a small group and they
worked until they finish a science problem. It seems that they are not bored, and they are
ready to work until they finish the science problem they have been working on. Even
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some has been found that few children start exploring the science level where they left
their level before last session.
I: which one you like best: working alone, with one friend, or in a small group?
S 4: I would like to work with my one friend, because if I will face trouble I can
get help form them.
S 7: I do not like to work with two of my friends because I do not feel lonely. I
like to work in a small group because you may need people not to be sad.
Working with peer in elementary science class helps to promote peer mentoring
and students’ simulation as a future leader (e.g. teacher, leadership in community). This
practice could bring very positive results to pull forwards those who are academically
challenged.
Cooperative Learning
Children were asking questions frequently to their nearest peer when they were
working closely in small group. Their sitting arrangement 5-10 inch apart from each
other. I observed one children touching his friend very slightly and asking question about
a science problem on his iPad. Although, the child was little busy working on his iPad but
as soon as soon he touched her hand slightly, she smiles back and help her friend.
Sometimes few other children touch their friends shoulder and seek help while working
on iPad science apps. It was noted down during the observation that one student seeks
permission from the observer to sit right beside his close friend to work on iPad while
both of them were using similar apps and doing competition who can finish certain level
early.
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While researcher was asking following question during individual interview. The
researcher had the similar response from the children, how working in a small group
make them more comfortable and give more fun to them. Some of them working in a
small group was great opportunity to work and talk with their friends.
I: Which one you like best: working alone, with 1 friend, or in a small group?
S 8: I like to work with my friends because we can make fun together, and at
home I work with my sister.
S 5: I would like to play with my friends because I do not want to wait for my
teachers.
S 4: Yes, it is different when you work with your friends because you could help
other people, and you should help other people.
Working on the iPad with friends is fun, and some competition exists at this early
age, this might make this young learner more focused in their activity on science.
Students want to work with friends mainly for three reasons, 1) not to feel left out, 2) to
get peer support, 3) avoid authority.
Students prefer to get help from their group mates or peer. And most of the times
they seek for mediation from teachers or mediator as their second choice.
Children Prefer to Show their Smartness Level During Apps Use
School-age children demonstrate enough that they are capable of working
independently in certain cases. children prefer their peer as mediator to receive
assistance, to avoid Authority (e.g. teacher). Most of the students gave the input that,
learning is more fun with their friends. Some of them adds that learning seems like
playing when working with peers and small group in response to the question “Which
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one you like best: working alone, with 1 friend, or in a small group?”. when the
researcher asked the children “how do you feel when you get the right answer on iPad?”
in response they said, when I know what will happen next, I am good, I feel good about
that. Children prefer to show how certain apps work to their other peers, which reflects
children’s level of individuality or being different from other classmates.
Some observation note below represents social interconnectedness during mobile
app based learning.
Observation date: 06/10/2015
•

Children discuss each other regarding different level/experience of their science
game.

•

Children look each other’s iPad and/or science apps.

•

Children give instruction to their pair.

Key Learning and
Development
Cognitive

Examples of the Key learning and development
•
•

Mobile apps promote cognitive interest
DAP apps are supportive as a problem solver and
giving new ideas.
Affective
• Children like the positive feedback they get from
mobile apps
• Young learners look confused or bored when they get
wrong answer on iPad
Social
• Peer work is more and enjoyable using mobile apps
Interconnectedness
• Children prefer more than one friends when they use
science apps
Figure -6 Examples of key ideas from developmental domain framework
Figure -6 provides examples of key learning and developmental ideas based on three
developmental domains that has been discussed in this study.
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Discussion
This paper discusses third grader’s thinking and their use of iPad science
application in iPads. We identified three developmental domains (e.g. cognitive, social
and emotional) during students’ engagement as a key aspect to become more interested to
learn science while using iPad science application. Study reveals that doing science using
the science apps create a positive impression among young leaners. Here is an example of
that, during interview, researcher asked, do you do anything different when you use
science apps in iPad, student: “Not all the time, sometimes I do something different for
science. I do science on worksheet. Doing science on worksheet is sometimes hard but on
iPad it is easy (this easy means more about intuitiveness and user friendly interface of
iPad)”). Previous research (e.g. Kittleson, 2011) argue that early interest in science might
lead elementary school children to take more science related subjects in the high schools
and colleges. Moreover, this could be a motivational factor to take science related
subjects as a college major in future, mainly among American students. Because Chan
(2013) showed that in elementary and high school, US students are leg behind and less
likely to take science related subjects even when they are qualified.
Brophy (1998) described that, in a traditional class setting where quizzes and
assignment feedback were given in long interval, in that situation students might forget
what they have done and they might get less interest to do their next task. In this
situation, if they use iPad science application that might help them to get instant feedback
and helps them to go further and achieve the next level (e.g. Interviewer: How do the
sounds make you feel when you get right answer on iPad? Child: I feel excited when I get
the right answer on iPad because that makes me feel I am learning”). Using iPad in
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elementary science classroom teacher could accelerate learning, and maximize learning
outcomes than a traditional classroom.
Implication and Limitation
In this study, we have found that children like to work with pairs and small
groups. It gives them a platform to cultivate their brain, and think how they want to think
new knowledge as well as the knowledge of science. Working independently on iPad
gives the children a unique learning experience to develop as individual and to study
STEM major in future. Based on all those information, science application designers,
teachers, software developers might think how they will make their future science
application by adding multiple developmental level (e.g. more platform to work as a
group), or keeping in mind how to design and make a science application where students
can work as group and make themselves more engaged.
In the classroom, some students who are slow learner they need 360-degree
approach of learning (Shore, 2008; Ciampa, 2014). MSL might help children to work
both at home and school setting. MSL helps children to be more engaged in self-directed
learning not only at school but also at home.
Teachers should give a task to the children that they are more interested in and
more meaningful to them. Using science apps in the classroom could help elementary
school children to achieve mastery skill of learning. iPad use in elementary school could
make future generation independent thinker as well as thinking more creative way at the
time of MSL environment.
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Incorporating mobile devices in elementary school settings is a growing field in
both in the U.S. and other countries. Current study could assist future teachers and
researchers in how to incorporate iPad in an elementary school science classroom.
The study has some limitations that need to be considered for the interpretation of the
result that I have mentioned above. Future study on MSL need to be longitudinal to see
how the DAP science apps helps young learner to be more thoughtful over time. In
addition, looking at developmental trajectories in the future study could be interesting.
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Appendix A
iPad Science Applications (apps) Description
S
L

Name of
iPad Screenshot
the Science
apps
ChemCraft
er

Short overview of the Science apps

2

Science
Friendzy

3

Brain
POP

Science education can be fun and learning about
Science is now easy with this fun and interactive app.
Kids learn Science lessons playing alone, with friends,
or with other kids around the world. Parents can view
their child’s Science scores as well as the time they’ve
spent playing.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sciencefriendzy/id624527978?mt=8
BrainPOP Featured Movie app for the iPad, iPhone,
and iPod touch. Watch a different animated movie
every day, then test your new knowledge with an
interactive quiz – free!
For even more access to BrainPOP’s award-winning
content, choose an optional in-app subscription and
enable kids to explore hundreds of Science, Math,
Social Studies, English, Engineering & Tech, Arts &
Music, and Health subjects right on their mobile
devices. All movies are close captioned, so it’s easy
for them to read along.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/brainpopfeatured-movie/id364894352?mt=8

4

Bill Nye
The
Science
Guy

1

Chemical reactions don’t just happen—you have to
make them happen. ChemCrafter lets you build your
own lab to run fun and creative experiments. Use the
Chem-o-convertor to measure energy released and
gain points that unlock new experiments, equipment,
and chemicals. Use your new supplies to craft more
gases, liquids, and solids.
Source: https:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/chemcrafter/id839552
862?mt=8

Bill Nye The Science Guy® 20th Anniversary App—
of Science! Science rules, especially when you grab a
seat at The Science Guy's desk and help yourself to
heaping handfuls of science. Just scan your thumb to
gain entrance to Nye Labs, the most amazing,
scientifically fascinating place on Earth (and possibly
35

5

Virtual
heart

6

Science
Art: Free
Jigsaw
Puzzle HD

7

Enjoy
Learning
Anatomy
model
puzzle

beyond!). Twenty orbits around the sun and 28
Emmys along the way—now that's something to
celebrate.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bill-nye-thescience-guy/id652548755?mt=8
Virtual Heart lets you explore multiple real-time views
of the human heart, using the same highly realistic
visual elements as the iconic Giant Heart at the
Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago.
Take a visual and educational touchscreen journey
through the beating heart, developed in collaboration
with XVIVO Scientific Animation. Choose from an
external view or three internal views showing the
heart's valves, blood flow or electrical system at work
inside the beating heart. Controls let you adjust the
heart rate anywhere from 30 to 180 beats per minute,
or to enable key labels identifying different areas of
the heart’s structure.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/virtualheart/id501539525?mt=8
Science Art: Free Jigsaw Puzzle welcomes you in a
fascinating and mysterious world of science! Have
you ever seen drawing of Leonardo da Vinci
inventions, pictures of the outer space or molecules
under a microscope?
Free Jigsaw Puzzle is a great tool to train your
attention, memory, accuracy and logic skills. We have
5 different level packs to offer. Unlock the full version
and enjoy 60 engaging puzzles in different game
mode.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/science-artfree-jigsaw-puzzle/id521129820?mt=8
This is an educational game that allows you to learn
the human body as if you play a jigsaw puzzle.
This game is designed to be simple yet fun to play.
The app is best suited for people who want to learn the
human body or students who want to get ready for the
exams.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/enjoylearning-anatomy-model/id563130137?mt=8
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8

Switch
Zoo Free

9

Moon
Globe

10

Mars
Globe

11

3D Brain

Make new animals by switching the heads, legs and
tails of 26 diverse animals, expandable to 142
animals.
Features include:
• Randomizer - Make unexpected animals from a
random selection of parts.
• Shake new animals – Just shake your iPad to trigger
the Randomizer.
• My Switcheroos - Name your favorite new creatures,
write stories about them, and save them in your own
collection.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/switch-zoofree/id564900502?mt=8
Hold the Moon in your hands. Moon Globe turns your
iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad into a precision instrument
for viewing Earth's Moon. Satellite imagery and
topographic laser altimeter data are combined to
render the Moon with realistic lighting in realtime 3D.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/moonglobe/id333180321?mt=8
Take a tour of the mysterious Red Planet. This virtual
globe combines a high-resolution satellite map with
laser altimeter data and advanced topographic lighting
to present the planet Mars as it appears from above.
An Introduction and Guided Tour present some of
Mars' most intriguing features. You can leave the
guided tour and explore Mars as you like; over 1500
surface features have been annotated with information
and links. Mars Globe is a must-have app for anyone
interested in our solar system.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/marsglobe/id324185998?mt=8
Use your touch screen to rotate and zoom around 29
interactive structures. Discover how each brain region
functions, what happens when it is injured, and how it
is involved in mental illness. Each detailed structure
comes with information on functions, disorders, brain
damage, case studies, and links to modern research.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/3dbrain/id331399332?mt=8
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12

Leo’ Pad

Leo’s Pad develop critical thinking and socioemotional growth while creatively building from
foundational skills, encouraging imagination and
problem solving…I hope all students have access to
this wonderful learning tool. Although it is design for
below 5 years kid but 2/3rd grader also gave high
preference in playing this apps during 4 weeks of
observation.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/leos-padenrichment-program/id566773525?mt=8

13

Laser’s
Free

It’s a different sort of game for which there isn’t much
competition on the App Store right now, and for
puzzle lovers this should come as a pleasant surprise
and an enjoyable if brain-twisting diversion.
Source: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/lasersfree/id313639113?mt=8

Appendix B: Curriculum

JSERP 2015 culminated Friday June 26, 2015 with a Family Day Graduation to
celebrate the students’ success and achievement throughout the program. In the morning,
the teachers were responsible for implementing the Quick Reads Literacy curriculum. In
the afternoon, counselors were responsible for implementing a new emphasis: social and
emotional development using Strong Kids curriculum.
During the afternoon session students were sent in the computer lab for their
technology session. Following the students roster the researcher pulled out three students
and give three iPads loaded with selected science application (See appendix A for the
science apps list). They were being seated in a separate desk. The Applications were
developmentally appropriate and designed and developed based on common core
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curriculum.
Appendix C: Application Selection and Organization
Seventy-five science applications were initially installed on each iPad from the
Apple App Store. Examples of applications include Chem craft, Brain pop, and Bill Nye
the Science Guy (see the full application list in Appendix A). In the first week of the
summer reading program the iPads were given to the children to play independently.
During this first week of independent play, one observer took notes and asked questions
about which science application they liked most. Based on students’ responses and first
week observations 13 science applications (see appendix A for app detail) were retained
for children to use during the remaining three weeks of the summer reading program.
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Appendix D: Example of code that has been used in the study
Developmental Domain
Cognitive

Code
C

Example
I : Do you think any part of doing science on the
iPad is hard? Tell me which things?
S 8: Some of them are hard, because I don’t know
what to do with them.

Affective

A

I : how do she feels when she got a right answer
while doing science on her iPad?” the children
replies, “I feel happy when I get the right answer
in iPad and get motivated”.

Social
Interconnectedness

S

I : Which one you like best: working alone, with 1
friend, or in a small group?
S 8: I like to work with my friends because we can
make fun together and at home I work with my
sister.
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